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NING ADAM 
MALE RESPONSE TERPENE PRODUCT  

C L I N I C A L  S T U D Y  

ABSTRACT 

Thirty-two normal subjects were enrolled in this un-blinded, controlled, clinical evaluation of the male 
response terpene product known as Ning ADAM. A similar group of 30 individuals were enrolled in a 
non-treatment control group. Self-perceived male arousal and physiologically measured penile blood 
flow was determined before and after the experimental session for both the experimental and the 
control group. All subjects in the experimental group were instructed to place Ning ADAM on their 
nasal septum for ten minutes prior to testing. In the experimental group, Ning ADAM produced an 
increase in median penile blood flow of 42.8% in test subjects. One interesting phenomenon noted was 
that depending on the man’s age, they react differently than their counterparts to Ning ADAM. For 
instance, 11 men in the over 45 group tended to respond more strongly to Ning ADAM (58.1 percent 
increase in penile blood flow) than did the 8 men in the under 30 group (29.6 percent increase in penile 
blood flow). 

When asked to rate their degree of arousal subjectively, the control group rated themselves as 
normally aroused (34.6 points on a 60-point test scale) while the experimental group rated themselves 
as more aroused (48.3 points).  
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OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the present study was to observe and record the effectiveness of the male response 
terpene product known as Ning ADAM on measures of penile blood flow and on perceived degree of 
sexual arousal.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Erectile Dysfunction (ED) is defined as the consistent inability to obtain or maintain an erection for 
satisfactory sexual relations. An estimated 20-30 million American men suffer from a significant degree 
of erectile dysfunction, most commonly occurring in middle-aged and older men. In a recent study 
conducted in the Boston area, 52% of men between the ages of 40 and 70 reported some interfering 
degree of erectile dysfunction (ED).  

ED, which is manifested primarily through decreased penile blood flow, interferes with enhanced sexual 
behavior. Enhanced sexual behavior provides the basis for increased relationship satisfaction and self-
esteem in men. As a result, the hunt for an effective substance to improve penile blood flow has been a 
constant pursuit throughout recorded history.  

In the recent scientific literature, the action and efficacy of various dopaminergic, adrenergic, and 
serotonergic agents has been intensively examined in both humans and animals. An even larger group 
of natural herbs and nutritional supplements have been studied.  

Basically, the goal in decreasing ED is to improve blood flow to the penis which in turn leads to an 
erection. Penile erection occurs as a result of smooth muscle relaxation in the penis mediated by a 
spinal reflex and involves central nervous processing and integration of tactile, olfactory, auditory, and 
mental stimuli. The reflex involves both autonomic and somatic afferents and is modulated by 
supraspinal influences peripherally. The balance between the factors leading to contraction and 
relaxation control the tone of the penile vasculature and smooth muscle of the corpus cavernosum of 
the penis. This determines the functional state of the penis; detumescence and flaccidity, tumescence, 
and erection. 

The past 20 years of research on erectile physiology revealed the biochemical factors and intracellular 
mechanisms responsible for corpus cavernosal smooth muscle contraction and relaxation, and revealed 
that ED is predominantly a disease of vascular origin; that is, a limiting of penile blood flow. The 
available drugs, herbs and treatments have limited efficacy, unpleasant side effects, and 
contraindications in certain disease conditions so research continues focusing on less pharmacologically 
invasive alternatives for men seeking to improve their sexual life. 

The brain is the major sexual organ. Androgens stimulate libido and, together with a large array of 
neuropeptides, regulate sexual behavior in the brain. Specifically, the brain drives male sexual response 
by integrating external erotic stimuli, received through any the five senses or erotic thoughts, and 
processes them into the medial-pre-optic area (MPOA) of the hypothalamus. The main neurochemical 
of erectile response is oxytocin. As expected the main oxytocin-immunoreactive neurons are mainly 
located in the paraventricular (PVN) and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus; however a large body 
of oxytocin receptors have been identified anterior olfactory nucleus suggesting a larger role of 
olfaction as a stimulatory mechanism for penile blood flow. 

The current study looks at the efficacy of a direct olfaction trigger scent, Ning ADAM, in stimulating 
penile blood flow and perceived male arousal through stimulating the anterior olfactory nucleus and 
the medial preoptic area of the anterior hypothalamus causing the release of oxytocin and resultant 
erectile response.  
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METHODS 

Sixty-two normal subjects were enrolled in this controlled evaluation of the inhalation effects of a male 
sexual response terpene product, Ning ADAM. The enrolled subjects were split into an experimental 
group that placed Ning ADAM on their nasal septum for ten minutes and a control group that used an 
odorless liquid in a similar fashion. A group of 32 healthy male subjects ages 18 to 59 years comprised 
the experimental group. A similar group of 30 individuals were employed as a non-treatment control 
group. 

Dependent Measures: 

The objective measure of male sexual responsiveness was penile blood flow which as assessed by 
comparing a subject’s brachial penile index after use of Ning ADAM to his average index while 
inhaling a non-aromatic liquid. Control subjects followed a similar protocol only they used a non-
aromatic liquid for the entire time. 

Following the experimental trial, all subjects were administered a paper and pencil questionnaire 
constructed to subjectively measure feelings of male sexual responsiveness.  

The male subjects underwent assessment as follows: After being attached to a plethysmograph (which 
measures penile blood flow), three minutes were allowed for acclimation. Subjects were then asked to 
place a Ning device using a non-aromatic liquid on their nasal septum for ten minutes while a baseline 
brachial penile index was recorded. Following this each subject was asked to use Ning ADAM in a 
similar fashion for a period of ten minutes. Finally, the subject was asked to rate his degree of sexual 
arousal on a scale constructed to subjectively measure feelings of male sexual responsiveness.  
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Data was analyzed by the appropriate, standard, scientifically accepted, statistical techniques. 

The experimental group had a mild, non-significant increase of 1.8 percent in medial penile blood flow 
after inhaling the non-aromatic control liquid for 10 minutes. The control group raised an almost 
identical 1.9 percent. Similar results were obtained for the control group after an additional 10 minutes 
using the non-aromatic control liquid.  

In the experimental group, Ning ADAM produced an increase in median penile blood flow of 42.8% 
(p<.01) in test subjects. One interesting phenomenon noted was that depending on the man’s age, they 
may have reacted differently than their counterparts to Ning ADAM. For instance, 11 men in the over 
45 group tended to respond strongly to Ning ADAM more strongly (58.1 percent increase in penile 
blood flow, p < .01) than did the 8 men in the under 30 group (29.6 percent increase in penile blood 
flow, p<.05). 

When asked to rate their degree of arousal subjectively, the control group rated themselves as 
normally aroused (34.6 points on a 60-point test scale) while the experimental group rated themselves 
as more aroused (48.3 points, p <.05).  

Interestingly while both subjective and objective measures of male sexual response increased for the 
experimental group overall the objective results were stronger than the subjective results. This indicates 
that Ning ADAM may affect male performance as evidenced by actual penile blood flow versus 
interest as measured by the subjective arousal scale.  

Table 2: The effect of a 10 minute of use session with Ning ADAM on male subjects. 

Final Subjects (n=32) Penile Blood Flow Male Arousal 
Index 

Pre-Test > 1.9 % 34.6 

Post-Test > 42.8 % 48.3 

Data are expressed as mean + standard deviation. 
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DISCUSSION 

For decades modern research scientists have underplayed the role olfaction has in stimulating the brain 
to engage biochemical events which lead to resulting physiological, cognitive, or affective change. In 
2002, the results of the Human Genome Experiment changed this belief and the two decades since 
have seen a dramatic increase in the number of studies addressing olfaction as a direct stimulus to 
biochemical and behavioral change. 

Given the powerful role that the sense of smell has in creating sexual response in virtually every living 
organism, it stands to reason that olfaction would be a highly significant precipitating stimulus to male 
sexual response in humans as well. 

Given the fact that the main neurochemical of erectile response is oxytocin, we hypothesized that penile 
blood flow and self-perceived sexual arousal could be significantly increased through olfactory 
stimulation of the areas of the brain that contain a high concentration of oxytocin-immunoreactive 
neurons; specifically the paraventricular (PVN) and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus and quite 
interestingly the anterior olfactory nucleus.  

Ning ADAM is a terpene liquid that has been formulated to stimulate the medial preoptic area of the 
anterior hypothalamus and the anterior olfactory nucleus.  

Normal male subjects were recruited and asked to use a non-aromatic liquid for 20 minutes (control) or 
to use a non-aromatic liquid for 10 minutes (baseline) and Ning ADAM for 10 minutes (experimental 
measure).  

The results clearly indicated that using the non-aromatic liquid had no significant effect on perceived 
arousal or on penile blood flow. The experimental group using Ning ADAM, however, showed highly 
significant increases in both perceived arousal and penile blood flow.  

A further study is planned investigating age-related factors as the data indicated that blood flow 
resulting from Ning ADAM increased more in older males than in younger males.  
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